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Philosophy and Disaster*
Naomi Zac k

Abstract
Philosophers have traditionally written from the perspective of ordinary people an d
they are as vulnerable to fear as other members of the public . Academic philosophers ca n
contribute to the multi-disciplinary field of homeland security and disaster studies throug h
extensions of social contract theory from political philosophy, and applications of mora l
systems . The idea of a state of nature is relevant to government’s role in disaster preparation, response and planning, because disasters often result in a second state of nature . All
three of the main ethical systems of virtue ethics, deontology, and consequentialism, ar e
relevant to disaster-related situations in ways that suggest the importance of being abl e
to combine all three . Both the applications of political philosophy and moral theory ca n
be augmented by John Rawls’s idea of distributive justice and Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s
idea of the common good . Finally, the inevitability of human mortality, as emphasized b y
existentialist philosophers, can create a wider perspective on disaster .
AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY : Naomi Zack received her PhD in Philosophy from Columbi a
University. She has taught at the University at Albany, SUNY, and is now Professor of
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philosophy, race, philosophy of science, feminism, ethics, moral theory, and political philosophy. Her new course, Philosophy of Disaster and Emergency Response, is schedule d
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of Nature : Government and Morality in Disaster . ”
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INTRODUCTION

The growing field of homeland security an d disaster studies is practical . Its theories and models are
linked to specific problems and contingencies . Besides studies in public policy, law, law enforcement ,
emergency response, and relevant applied sciences (both civil i an and military), the academic side of this
subject might supp ort investigations in sociology, psychology, anthropology and history, while literature
andjournalism could help flesh out its human face. Art, music, architecture, theater, film and dance can
all reflect and shape the anticipation of disasters and our reactions to them . Academic philosophy, with
its focus on analysis, argumentation, and criticism of common sense (not to mention its p ettifogging
obsession with the abstract and abstruse) hardly seems relev ant.
But academic philosophy could make an imp ortant contribution to home land security and disaster
studies while at the same time adding another relev ant subject to its own "applied d" subfields . 1
Although philosophers are specialists in critical thinking, the perspective of philosophers tends to b e
that of ordinary people who are neither government officials nor public policy planners. Much of the
professional literature on homel and security an d disaster is written from the perspective of existing
leaders and officials, with the result that civil i ans or the public are often regarded as the passive object s
of actions taken by authorities to protect and assist them . And of course it is members of the public wh o
are potentially the most numerous victims of those events that are properly called disasters . Thehe
innocence of the civilian public occasions the "terror " evoked by terrorism, and the public s absorption
in daily routines sets it up as victims of catastrophe in earthquakes and floods. Despite the abstraction
and abstruseness of philosophical discourse, it should be understood that as civil ians and members of
the public themselves, philosophers share the ordinary perspective on disaster . This is a wary and
sometimes fearful perspective .2 It comes from a sense of being unprepared and lacking the knowledge
and skill to either become prepared on one s own or justify dem ands for official assistance.
In this paper I will suggest two dimensions through which contemporary academic philosophers
might develop a contribution to disaster studies, from the st andpoint of the public : social contract
theory and moral theory. I will then conclude with brief suggestions about additional philosophica l
approaches to disaster studies. I begin with several assumptions about disasters, and one caveat. Here
are the assumptions . A disaster is an event that harms or kills a significant number of people o r
otherwise severely impairs or interrupts their daily lives in civil society . Disasters may be natural, o r
the result of accidental or deliberate human action. Disasters include but are not limited to : fires,
floods, storms, e arthquakes, chemical spills, leaks of or infiltration by toxic subs tances, terrorist attack
by conventional, nuclear or biological weapons, epidemics, pandemics, andmass failures in electroni c
communications. Disasters always occasion surprise and shock; they are unwanted by those affected by
them, although not always unpredictable. In this sense, the effects of war on civil ian populations may
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be disastrous, although wars have elements of agency, systematic planning, and the active involvement
of legitimate government, which distinguish them from disasters .
The caveat is that I cannot speak for all or even a few philosophers, because philosophers always
disagree . It is exactly disagreement among philosophers that sustains innovation in our discipline ,
because it "furthers the discussion . " So my hope here is to introduce a new subject to philosophers and
at the same time suggest how philosophers might contribute to an existing discipline .

SOCIAL CONTRACT THEORY AND THE SECOND STATE OF NATURE
The philosophical idea of a social contract at the foundation of civil society, or society unde r
government, dates back to John Locke and Thomas Hobbes in the seventeenth century, Jean-Jacques
Rousseau in the eighteenth century and most recently, John Rawls during the second half of th e
twentieth century.3 Hobbes and Locke are pertinent to the most general thought about disaster i n
political philosophy, whereas Rousseau is relevant to public policy ideas concerning the ethics o f
disaster preparation, prevention and response, and Rawls offers key insights that are useful fo r
considering social justice issues in disaster . The focus in this section will be on Locke and Hobbes .
The social contract is an explicit or implicit agreement among citizens which justifies th e
formation of government and emphasizes the rights of citizens in their relationship to government .
Social contract theory posits those rights of citizens that are prior to and more fundamental than th e
organization of society under government . Such rights are presumed in the United States ' Declaratio n
of Independence and protected by the first ten amendments to the United States Constitution .
The ultimate justification for the existence of government according to social contract theory is tha t
government makes life better for those governed . Locke and Hobbes used the idea of a state of nature ,
or a description of human life without government, to give a historical account of how governmen t
came to be, and to explain the benefits of government . Both Hobbes and Locke assumed that there wa s
an original ungoverned condition of humankind in the state of nature . Locke thought humans wer e
cooperative and industrious in the state of nature, whereas Hobbes thought their lives were solitary ,
poor, nasty, brutish, and short .4
Both Locke and Hobbes implied that even if there never were a state of nature in human history ,
positing it afforded political theorists an idea of human life without government, to which human life
with government could be compared and justified . That comparison and justification is the main them e
of social contract theory. Social contract theory requires that government not be accepted as inevitabl e
and beyond the control of those governed, but that its very existence requires the consent of thos e
governed. This consent constitutes a social contract that places specific obligations on government.
Because life was tolerable in a state of nature according to Locke, he had a minimal view o f
government functions which were limited to : the protection of private property, the unbiase d
settlement of disputes, punishment of criminals domestically, and protection from foreign enemies .5
Although Locke emphasized the importance of protecting private property, his notion of property wa s
robust, because it extended to life and liberty as well as material possessions (or what he calle d
estate ). 6 By contrast, Hobbes believed that the competitive and aggressive nature of human being s
required strong (what we would consider despotic) central authority, to enforce the peace . 7 As a result,
Locke defined the social contract as an agreement between citizens and their rulers, whereas Hobbes
thought that the social contract was an agreement among citizens to give up their own rights to mak e
war on each other and, at the same time, make an irrevocable gift of those rights to an absolute ruler or
66
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Leviathan. 8
Hobbes and Locke shared a strong conviction that the powers of government derived from th e
powers and consent of those governed . Locke, insofar as he thought society could exist withou t
government, believed if government collapsed, its powers would revert to the people, but if societ y
collapsed, government would no longer exist .9 Hobbes thought the gift of power to government by
those who would be governed was irrevocable and there could not be anything resembling peacefu l
and cooperative society without government .10 Both Locke and Hobbes were addressing the doctrine
of the divine right of kings in the seventeenth century and they spoke to the interests of a ne w
mercantile and capitalist economic group not previously represented in European governments .
Because rulers did not derive their right to rule from God, but from the people, according to bot h
Locke and Hobbes, social contract theory has been understood as a secular political theory . Still, this is
not to say that the most fundamental principles of government are independent of beliefs about Natural
Law, which consisted of God s rules for men in the state of nature, or independent of moral intuitions
from other sources . Both Locke and Hobbes began with Natural Law in constructing their theorie s
about the role of government and its justification. The difference between them was that Locke thought
humankind obeyed the first principle of Natural Law, that they not harm one another, whereas Hobbes
thought humans were incapable of keeping the peace without government . 11
Locke endured as the political philosopher for the foundation of American democracy in thos e
documents and legal traditions that both protect the rights of individuals and provide a method o f
decision-making via majority rule . Locke held that citizens are entitled to representation in a legislativ e
body and that the decision of the majority is binding on all citizens. 12 For example, no matter how
divided votes are along party lines, the winning candidates in American presidential elections become
presidents of those who voted for their opponents, as well as those who voted for them . However,
Hobbes ' view of the warlike and dangerous nature of human beings in conditions without government
seems to have provided the most prudent description of what can happen domestically when
government breaks down . Both thinkers remain highly relevant to thinking about disaster .
It is presently inconceivable, and probably beyond the scope of political theory, that any disaste r
could result in the total and permanent failure of government as we know it. 13 However, the temporary
dysfunction of government in responding to some disasters, and different abilities of citizens to prepare
for or effectively respond to disasters without functional government, raise fundamental political
questions that bring us back to Locke and Hobbes . At first, it may seem as though conditions unde r
which individual survival requires private measures are a return to a state of nature, howeve r
temporarily . But this is not the literal case because present social and material structures have not only
removed us from an original condition, but made it very difficult to return to one in a short period o f
time. The inability to self-subsist in the absence of government characterizes urban subcultures in the
U.S., such as parts of New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, and also rural communities in parts of the
world that have not yet fully industrialized. Many residents of the Ninth Ward of New Orleans
remained displaced and unable to return home months after Katrina and in the Kashmir district after
the 2005 Pakistan earthquake millions were homeless months later . Moreover, disasters that cause
great physical destruction leave victims without the most basic survival ingredients in their immediat e
environments, rural or urban .
The destruction of an existing society s material basis of human life does not return human being s
to an original state of nature, because it does not return them to conditions under which self-sufficient
survival is possible . It is not possible to "return " to some manner of "living off
the
land " after
most
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modern disasters. However, the conditions of immediate environmental privation during the time
period in which government is not functioning normally to repair material conditions, qualify as a
second state of nature .

The question in terms of social contract theory is this : What does government owe citizens i n
situations in which government is temporarily dysfunctional, that is, in the second state of nature? I f
property is privately owned or owned by the local community, government does not owe restitution to
citizens who have lost their property or had it destroyed . But as part of government s benevolence,e,it is
appropriate that it offer some compensation in those cases, much as a good neighbor might . The
material resources of government in democratic capitalistic countries are the results of taxation, s o
such compensation amounts to some members of society helping other members who have sustained
losses through no fault of their own . However, there is a more fundamental issue raised by the inabilit y
of citizens to systematically prepare for or take an active role in the response to disaster.
The material base of modern industrial society is a dynamic system kept in motion by exchange s
through commerce. Orderly private commerce indirectly depends on systems of government regulation
and oversight, while utilities such as power, transportation and clean water and air, as well as
protection and security, are more directly dependent on government oversight . These indirect and
direct dependencies on government have been broadly and deeply institutionalized in the very ways
that render even a temporary return to an original state of nature impossible. Even if a disaster did not
make it impossible to "live off theland " and the land itself were intact, a disaster can still make it
impossible for citizens to function normally in society without government, because their functionin g
in society has come to require the functions of government . In addition to the first destruction an d
disruption attending disasters, there is a second more profound breakdown in civil society which is
made worse by the dysfunction of government . For example, it is bad when people are killed but
worse when their remains cannot be removed ; unfortunate when people are injured, but cause fo r
despair when medical treatment is unavailable . Such conditions are part of the disadvantages of life i n
a second state of nature, when government function has been interrupted by disaster . And the inability
of civilians to create, in a short period of time, a useful social condition that will sustain their live s
entails that the second state of nature may more resemble a brutal Hobbesian condition than a peaceful ,
cooperative and productive Lockean community.
The second state of nature in disasters is only a temporary condition without government . The
usual justifications for government are not put in question by it, but rather second states of natur e
create conditions in which many citizens accept, and some actively welcome, unusually stron g
expressions of government authority (for example, martial law) . It has been demonstrated countless
times that private individuals, institutions and companies are unable to maintain effective long-term
preparations for disaster response, or to refrain from high-risk activities in terms of future disasters .
Social scientists and public policy experts refer to stages in disaster response that range from high
readiness to complacent ignorance as the time span after any particular disaster increases . 14 Structure s
washed away in floods may be replaced by more expensive ones which are just as vulnerable, bric k
buildings may not be retro-fitted in the face of earthquake predictions, local emergency respons e
resources are at the mercy of fluctuating budgets, individuals may misplace, use up or fail to procur e
emergencies supplies, and so forth .
However, the general failure in civilian disaster preparation does not in itself imply tha t
government must be the preparer or responder of last resort . Such a last resort role is not, strictlytly
speaking, an obligation of government . Any obligation of government concerning second states o f
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nature would have to stem from the basic principles of social contract theory . The argument based o n
social contract theory for the obligation of government to prepare for and respond to disaster would g o
like this : Government has a continual obligation to benefit those governed by rendering them better off
than they would have been in the first state of nature . The temporary dysfunction of government i n
disasters results in a second state of nature for those governed . Therefore, government has an extended
obligation to render citizens better off than they may be in a second state of nature . That is, government
is obligated to ensure adequate disaster preparation and planning, for all probable disasters, in precisel y
those ways in which the public has demonstrated its inabilities . The scholarly foundations for such an
obligation would consist of new work in political science, political philosophy, and law .
A public policy analyst might comment here that sound legal and philosophical reasoning is all
well and good, but it does not tell us how government could fulfill new social contract theory
obligations, in addition to policies that are already in place . A partial answer to the question of the
usefulness of the kind of new political theory proposed is that a new theory may suggest new practices .
A view of emergency preparation as a fundamental obligation of government could motivate ne w
policies . It might, for example, lead to more encouragement of private companies to produce adequat e
supplies, educational products, and services that are appropriate to modern disasters. A variety of
locale-specific disaster kits could be permanently on sale in supermarkets and chain stores. 1 5
Standardized region-specific training courses could be required as curricula at all levels of th e
educational system . The insurance industry could be extended to include disaster logistics insurance,
so that localities, institutions, campuses, and corporate and residential complexes register wit h
companies outside of their locales the kinds of information necessary for the co-ordination o f
emergency and relief efforts. (Such distant "command centers " would be able to assess injuries an d
damages, and locate and facilitate the delivery of appropriate supplies and services more quickly than
could be done from close but damaged centers .) 16 Development of projects of this nature is within th e
existing functions of the federal executive and legislature, through tax-cut incentives . (And because
they would be incentives to produce new goods and services, they would not represent a decrease i n
existing revenues .)
MORAL THEORY AND THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN DISASTE R

The ultimate test of political principles, including those principles underlying social contract theory, i s
whether they are morally right. If political principles are not morally right then political life becomes a
matter of force, rhetoric, and coercion . Many of the functions of government also need to withstand a
moral test because moral matters are those issues and events in which human harm or well-being is at
stake. In the Western philosophical tradition, the intrinsic value of human beings is the basic intuition
that underlies all moral actions and moral reasoning. It amounts to the same thing whether human
beings are considered valuable because they have been created in God's
s image, or whether the value of
human beings is a purely secular intuition, independent of religion ; Government principles and actions
that result in harm to human beings or do not respect the value of human life require extensiv e
justification .
While morality is often associated with religion in contemporary culture, ever since Plat o
philosophers have relied on a secular, rational definition of morality. As Plato recounts it, when
Socrates was on the way to his trial for "corrupting the youth ofAthens " by asking questions of leaders
that revealed the ignorance of those leaders, he met Euthyphro . Euthyphro was on his way to prosecute
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his own father for the death of his servant and Socrates engaged him in a dialogue about mora l
goodness. Euthyphro, who believed his action was just, said justice or goodness is what pleases God .
Socrates then asked Euthyphro whether something is morally good because God approves of it, o r
whether God approves of it because it is morally good . This is a dilemma, because if one assents to th e
first alternative, it becomes necessary to explain why God is a source of moral goodness while in th e
second alternative, goodness is independent of God and must be defined. Socrates favored the secon d
alternative and since that time Western philosophers have been trying to pin down exactly what it is
that makes an action right, or a person good. 17 The main result has been three systems of morality :
virtue or character ethics ; deontology or duty ethics ; and consequentialism or utilitarianism. Let's
s take
them in turn.
Aristotle offered a comprehensive account of virtues in his Nichomachean Ethics, which has not
required much revision in over two thou sand years. According to Aristotle, virtue is a rational activit y
of the soul. It is neither determined nor precluded by nature, but requires both childhood training and
adult practice . There are many virtues or desirable traits of character, such as courage, benevolence ,
generosity, righteous indignation . A virtue is a disposition to do the ri ght thing in a concrete real-life
situation, and to do it for the right reasons, in the right way, and as a result of a well-developed trait o f
character . A trait of character that is named by a virtue is created by acting in accordance with th e
virtue . Thus, a person develops courage by performing courageous acts and part of what makes an
action courageous is that it is done by a courageous person . This is not a circular process because it i s
assumed that individuals first begin to develop their characters while they are children, as the result o f
training. Indeed, Aristotle thought that a society has to be virtuous to further virtues in individuals and
that the continued virtuousness of a society requires that virtuous individuals pa rticipate in it s
government. 18
Immanuel Kant began his moral theo ry with the insight that the only thing in the world goo d
without qualification is a good will, or benevolence . Kant developed deontology, or duty ethics, on th e
basis of his idea of the categorical imperative . Kant offered two main formulations of the categorica l
imperative . The first is: Act so that the generalization or maxim of your action can be willed by you to
be a general rule . (This formulation of the categ orical imperative is not the same as The Golden Rule ,
which requires only that one be willing to be a recipient of how one acts, and not that one wants
everyone to act the same way.) Kant s second formulation of the categorical imperative is : Never treat
another human being as a me ans, but always treat others and oneself, as ends. 19
Kant contrasted the categorical imperative with hypothetical imperatives that could be directives to
act in specific ways to achieve specific results. The categorical imperative admits of no exceptions
because it is the foundation for action by rational beings, each of which has in trinsic worth as an end,
and is a sovereign being with free will as a member of "theekingdom of ends . 20 Kant also developed
ideas of specific duties, such as truthfulness, integ rity and generosity, which did not admit o f
exceptions and were never relative. The biggest weakness of Kant'sssystem is that he offered no rule s
for ranking duties or deciding which to fulfill when two or more duties conflict .
Consequentialism is the contemporary version of utilitarianism that was developed by Jeremy
Bentham and John Stuart Mill.21 Utilitarianism is the p rinciple that the ultimate good is always the
greatest happiness of the greatest number of sentient beings, whereby ev eryone, including the moral
agent, counts for one unit and no one counts for more than one. Bentham did not distinguish between
happiness and pleasure, although Mill attempted to do so by distinguishing between higher pleasures,
such as friendship and the appreciation of art, and lower pleasures, which are mainly physical. Mill
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argued that higher pleasures are better, because they are more enduring and those individuals who have
tried both kinds of pleasure prefer the higher pleasures .22 Consequentialism is more abstract than
utilitarianism because its followers talk about maximizing consequences : an action is good if it has
good consequences, so when we maximize, we are increasing the good consequences . (However,
consequentialists often leave open what the good consequences are and in principle there could be a
version of consequentialism that is the opposite of utilitarianism in that it seeks to maximize hum an
misery and pain.)
Virtue ethics, duty ethics, and consequentialism are all relevant to disaster prevention and response.
There are always individuals who perform virtuous acts in disasters, that is, heroes . People have dutie s
in disasters ; for example, parents must save their children . The consequences to human well-being are
primary factors in deciding what to do in disasters . In fact, most moral philosophers are already
familiar with thinking about disasters because they often use them as hypothetical situations in order t o
show how their moral systems are superior, which is to say more consistent and comprehensive, to
those of their opponents . Deontologists often criticize consequentialists by desc ribing situations i n
which actions that maximize consequences are morally wrong . Examples have included the torture of
children to get information from hardened adult terrorists, and killing individuals so that others may
survive or to preserve the peace of communities .23 Consequentialists have responded in one of tw o
ways. Either they have tried to show that long-term thinking about consequences does not commi t
them to committing morally repugnant acts, or else they have directly argued that morally repug nant
acts that maximize [human well-being] are not morally repugnant, precisely because they do
maximize. 24
Some thinkers have claimed that the use of disaster scenarios does not provide valid examples fo r
moral reasoning because they are improbable and do not reflect the real choices and meanings that
most people experience in their lives .25 Such a generalization would seem to depend on the nature o f
the times . In times such as our own, that seem to have more than their fair share of disasters, it is
important for philosophers to develop applications of their moral systems that are specifically relevant
to the extreme conditions of disasters . It may be difficult to determine whether individuals should b e
held morally accountable for legal actions that result in harm to others during times of disaster, or wha t
such accountability would entail . But insofar as, and according to social contract the ory, governments
are obligated to prepare for or respond to disasters, it is imp ortant to be able to refer to moral principle s
that do or do not justify specific government actions .
It is important to engage in moral reasoning about new laws and the actions of officials in times o f
disaster. Recent headlines of such actions undertaken in the Global War on Terr orism have provided
examples that are more extreme than even the bizarre scenarios cooked up by philosophers . There
have, for inst ance, been situations in which police or military officials immediately killed suspecte d
suicide bombers, because the detonation of a bomb would cause c ertain death and injury to the public
or their colleagues .26 When such suspects turn out to have been unarmed, questions about moral the ory
arise. We know that the officials were acting in accor dance with their duties or orders, which were i n
fulfillment of a general government obligation to protect the public . If there is a moral assumption that
all human life is valuable, then killing a terrorist would be justified on consequentialist grounds ,
because more people will remain alive if the terrorist is killed . However, if the suspected terrorist turns
out not to have been a terrorist, then killing him or her did not "maximize e " good consequences ,
because it resulted in the death of one innocent individual who would otherwise have remained alive .
Nonetheless, many would claim that shooting the suspected terrorist was, at the time of the shooting,
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justified on consequentialist grounds, because those who decided to shoot the suspect had sufficien t
evidence that the lives of others were at stake . This leads to questions about what counts as sufficien t
evidence in urgent situations and whether or not urgency itself may be reason to revise evidenc e
criteria.
It is interesting that even when consequentialism is the preferred moral system, it is not so muc h
actual consequences that determine moral worth, but what moral agents are justified in believing th e
consequences of their action or non-action will be. Thus, even though extreme situations may seem to
call for consequentialist ethics, they may ultimately require vi rtue ethics because the right actions
depend on abilities to deliberate rationally about probable outcomes in situations of great stress . Such
skill in deliberation that leads to action is an example of the intellectual virtue ofphronesis or practical
reasoning, in an Aristoteli an sense. It requires training an d would have to manifest itself consistently t o
count as a trait of character, or a desirable professional skill .27
It has already been suggested that in disasters the practice of virtues is constrained by pre-existin g
duties. And it seems to go without saying that in disaster preparation, prevention, and response, th e
goal is to maximize hu man life . A task is thereby set for moral philosophers to develop new ways o f
combining vi rtue ethics, deontology an d consequentialism, so that we can all lucidly evaluate the
morality of government actions in preventing an d responding to disaster .
FURTHER PHILOSOPHICAL DIRECTION S

The applicability of social contract theory and moral theory to disaster studies barely scratches th e
surface of what the philosophical contribution might be . There are myriad specific ways in which
philosophers working in applied areas could contribute to existing applied fields . Philosophers o f
science might take up the task of elucidating, for others in the humanities, studies by architects ,
geologists and engineers that are relevant to disasters . Medical ethicists could examine policies for
triage, in all disasters, and isolation and triage in the advent of pandemics . Probability theorists might
take a look at what it means to say something like, "The probability of a major earthquake in Cascadia,
in the next fifty years, is five percent, " and similar predictions . 28 Cultural critics who study the medi a
might evaluate the specific contribution made by media to the public 's s response to disaster . This is aa
small and vague list . In developing the political and moral focus of the first two sections of this paper ,
it might be useful to now consider issues of social justice and finish up with a return to th e
philosophically motivating theme of the ordinary person s fear, via a brief discussion of existentialis m
and disaster .
Social Justice

John Rawls, in A Theory of Justice begins with the premise that justice is the cardinal virtue o f
societies . The classic definition of justice, going back to ancient philosophy is : Treat equals equally.
Rules, laws, and their applications are just if those who are already equal, in a relevant respect, receiv e
the same treatment . This idea of justice as fairness is expanded by Rawls in his analysis of th e
foundations of a just society.29 Still, justice as fairness, which remains the classic definition after
Rawls, is not the full story according to those humanistic thinkers who have addressed issues o f
inequality within society, particularly entrenched and inter-generational poverty, sexism, and racism .
Social critics who have ideals of equal opportunities and equal possession of at least the basi c
necessities of life usually work with a concept of distributivejustice, or some measure of sameness i n
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the distribution of some goods . The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights relies on a
conception of distributive justice in this sense. 30
However, in contemporary politics, the two ideas of justice as fairness and distributive justice often
appear to be opposed . For instance, debates about the merits of social welfare programs and affirmative
action may turn on questions of whether justice requires that those who are treated fairly according t o
the law, but nonetheless consistently end up disadvantaged, are entitled to some form of compensation .
The compensation is assumed to work as a form of distributive justice, with the goal of making al l
citizens equally able to benefit from the formal equality guaranteed by the justice as fairness principle .
But not everyone agrees about the necessity for compensation or distributive justice .
It would be preferable if the subject of justice in relation to disaster prevention, preparation an d
response, were not politically contentious and if there were a theoretical ground that could suppor t
those humanitarian intuitions and sentiments which are broadly shared . That is, regardless of who is
exactly deserving of what, many believe that in situations of disaster, the primary and immediate goa l
should be to alleviate everyone s suffering and minimize all deaths . There are at least two
philosophical ways in which such a consensus could be served, the first suggested by Rawls and the
second by Jean-Jacques Rousseau .
In addressing the fundamental rules and institutions of a just society, Rawls does not believe that
government need make provision for equality of distribution, provided that any new set of rules o r
institutions does not leave those who are less well off worse off than they were before. 31 We coul d
accordingly suggest that in preparing for and responding to situations of disaster, those who are alread y
disadvantaged due to age, infirmity, poverty, or bias against them ought not, as a result of disaster, b e
worse off relative to others than they were before. For example, if both middle-class and poor familie s
lose their houses, poor families are relatively worse off because they have fewer additional resources .
Thus, the compounded disadvantages of the black urban poor of New Orleans as a result of Hurrican e
Katrina, which months later left many jobless, homeless, and without hope of future community, when
before they had some measure of all those things, would not be acceptable . 32 If this application o f
Rawls s principle entails that those victims of disaster who are less well off would require greater pe r
capita compensation than others, it could be justified by something like Rousseau 's
s principle of th e
common good. According to Rousseau, part of the function of government is to further what is goo d
for society as a whole, in ways that are not necessarily decided by majority rule, or that amount to the
greatest well-being of the greatest number. 33 It could on those grounds be argued that society as a
whole is better offif there is amelioration of the conditions of a disadvantaged numerical minority tha t
is less well off relative to the majority, as the result of a disaster . The justification would be that a
society as a whole is morally diminished when the conditions of those who are already disadvantage d
deteriorate further. Such increased inequality might undermine assumptions of commonality based on
nationality or shared humanity, and radically divide groups at the cost of general social cohesiveness .
These applications to disaster conditions of principles developed by Rawls and Rousseau ar e
different from usual ideas of compensation because they require extra compensation in some cases, bu t
without dependence on either ideological ideals of a welfare state, or pure benevolence . If such
applications need justification beyond the justifications offered by social contract theory discusse d
earlier, the new justifications would fall under the general rubric of humanitarian concerns.
Humanitarian concerns tend at present to be theoretically addressed by scholars of international affairs,
rather than political theorists or ethicists, but in the case of disasters they might be addressed by
political philosophers who are otherwise concerned with the normal conditions of life in relativel y
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secure and affluent societies . This extension or application of political philosophy would be highl y
relevant during times in which relatively secure and affluent societies face new dangers .
Existen alis
Finally, there is the existentialist dimension. Existentialism became famous during the middle of th e
twentieth century, through the novels, plays, and philosophical work of Jean-Paul Sartre. 34 It was
popularized as a gloomy, nihilistic outlook on life, generated by Frenchmen in smoke-filled cafes. But
as Sartre emphasized in "Existentialism is aHumanism, " the aim of existentialism was to provide a
realistic description of the universal human condition, with an emphasis on free choice . According to
Sartre, and in the tradition of Socrates (who counseled his followers to take care of their souls an d
"practice dying ), what human beings are at any given time is the result of their past choices in life .
There is no pre-formed human nature, or "essence, " and what we become is the result of our ow n
projects; what we become is what we make of ourselves . We must continually make choices in our
existence and there is no way to evade that requirement or the responsibility it entails . However, w e
are mortal beings and our eventual death is not something that we can avoid . But (and here one o f
Sartre s major influences, Martin Heidegger, is pertinent) most people live in the bad faith o r
inauthenticity of pretending that death has nothing to do with them personally, as their own death, but
is rather always something that happens to other people . 3 5
The relevance of existentialism to a philosophy of disaster is the fact of human mortality and th e
tendency of members of the public in modern society to pretend that death is not something tha t
concerns them immediately and inevitably . With or without disasters, we will all surely die and, wors e
than that, we are all subject to dying at any given moment . But even though the public seems to have a
robust acceptance of images of death and destruction in both entertainment and news reporting, this
does not mean that most ordinary people have come to terms with the basic facts about their ow n
mortality and vulnerability . A (perhaps universal) tendency to deny one's
s own death can make it seem
as though any unusual threat to human life, from terrorist bombs, to earthquakes, to a flu virus that has
"crossed over " to our species from birds, is the only thing that can possibly kill us . Victims killed in a
disaster may be grieved as though they would have lived forever had they not been killed in tha t
disaster, as though they would not have eventually died from something else . The philosophical point
is that the horrific nature of death by disaster turns on a question of how we choose to die . The first
step is for individuals to acknowledge that they will inevitably die . The second step is to reflect on how
one would prefer to die . The third step is decide that one does not want to die in this or that disaster .
This decision can motivate an insistence that all reasonable steps be taken to minimize the loss o f
human life in future disasters, steps that range from the informed actions of ordinary people to th e
broadest policy decisions of their leaders .
CONCLUSION
I have offered a general sketch of how philosophers might contribute to the multi-disciplinary field of
homeland security and disaster studies, while at the same time extending political and moral
philosophy. Modern political philosophy in the West has proceeded from the idea of a state of nature ,
as a standard of human life, according to which the very existence of government is justified. The
temporary dysfunction of government in some disasters may lead to a second state of nature that
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requires new thought about the social contract. Moral philosophers often treat virtue ethics, deontology
and consequentialism as contending ethical theories, but situations of disaster may requir e
combinations of all three systems. Similarly, thought about disaster can motivate combinations o f
justice as fairness and distributive justice, in ways that are otherwise precluded in political debate . And
finally, the emphasis on human mortality developed by existentialists may require a distinctio n
between death by normal causes and death in disaster .
This sketch of a philosophical contribution and application is intended to be both general and open ended. Its purpose is to stimulate multi-disciplinary theoretical discussion.
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